Adolescence is characterized by chronic insufficient sleep and extensive brain development, but the relation between adolescent sleep and brain function remains unclear. We report the first functional magnetic resonance imaging study to investigate functional connectivity as a moderator between sleep and impulsivity, a problematic behavior during this developmental period. Naturalistic differences in sleep have not yet been explored as treatable contributors to adolescent impulsivity. Although public and scientific attention focuses on sleep duration, we report individual differences in sleep quality, not duration, in fifty-five adolescents (ages 14-18) yielded significant differences in functional connectivity between the prefrontal cortex and default mode network. Poor sleep quality was related to greater affect-related impulsivity among adolescents with low, but not high, connectivity, suggesting neural functioning relates to individual differences linking sleep quality and impulsivity. Response inhibition and cognitive 2 impulsivity were not related to sleep quality, suggesting that sleep has a greater impact on affectrelated impulsivity.
influenced sleep deficiencies (Hagenauer et al., 2009) . Sleep deficiencies exacerbate limited prefrontal cortex (PFC) cognitive capacity and further burden resources putatively needed to control impulsive behavior (Chee & Choo, 2004; Drummond et al., 2000) . Individual differences in impulsivity have been linked to much of the health-compromising risk taking (i.e., substance use, reckless driving) observed during adolescence (e.g., Romer et al., 2009) , motivating extensive research on the environmental and neurological factors that are associated with increased impulsivity during this period. However, little work has examined sleep-related differences in neural systems as a way of explaining impulsive behavioral problems, relying instead on neurocognitive differences during behavioral performance (Zhu et al., 2015) .
Although impulsivity has been linked to important behavioral outcomes in adolescence, impulsivity is a multifaceted construct and the impact of sleep and neural functioning may depend on the type of impulsivity examined. Impulsivity consists of separable constructs of affect-or motivation-driven impulsivity, such as urgency and sensation seeking, and cognitive impulsivity, such as lack of premeditation and lack of perseverance (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001 ).
Sleep loss is associated with mood disorders (Peterson & Benca, 2006) , increased aggression (Kamphuis et al., 2012) , and increased emotional reactivity (Kahn-Greene et al., 2006) , suggesting that affect-related impulsivity may be most affected by individual differences in sleep. For example, adults exhibit increased impulsivity to negative emotional stimuli following experimental sleep deprivation (Anderson & Platten, 2011) . In neuroimaging research, cognitive impulsivity is frequently assessed as response inhibition or the ability to control a pre-potent motor response. Experimental sleep deprivation research has found that adults have impaired response inhibition during total sleep deprivation (Drummond, Paulus, & Tapert 2006) .
Together, this work suggests an association between sleep and impulsivity, but there has been little research investigating the relation between sleep and different dimensions of impulsivity.
Thus, in the present study, we explored both state and trait impulsivity as they related to sleep and neural connectivity, the latter of which included measures of both affect-and cognitive impulsivity. Adolescence offers a unique period to investigate these constructs as impulse control and neural networks are developing, and sleep is affected by hormonal changes.
Motivations for investigating how sleep affects the large-scale default mode network (DMN) include: (1) reduced DMN connectivity has been linked to increased impulsivity in children (Inuggi et al., 2014) ; (2) the DMN undergoes considerable development during adolescence (Fair et al., 2008; Sherman et al., 2014) ; (3) adult research suggests sleep disrupts connectivity in the DMN (De Havas, Parimal, Soon, & Chee, 2012) ; and (4) DMN functioning has effects on a myriad of psychological and behavioral processes (Broyd et al., 2009; Sambataro et al., 2010; Schilbach et al., 2008) . In adults, the DMN is identified as anterior-posterior midline regions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), medial parietal cortex, and lateral temporo-parietal cortex (Fox & Raichle, 2007) . Tasks that demand sustained attention reliably suppress DMN activity, but if it is not suppressed, cognition and performance can be negatively affected (Anticevic et al., 2012; Whelan et al., 2012) . Weaker connectivity in the DMN is related to less DMN suppression during goal-directed behavior (Zou et al., 2013) . In addition to intrinsic connectivity within the DMN, the way it interacts with other brain regions influences cognitive performance after sleep deprivation (Lei et al., 2015) . Although prior research suggests the adult DMN is vulnerable to sleep restriction (De Havas et al., 2012) , links between sleep and adolescent DMN functioning have yet to be established. Given independent links between sleep and DMN functioning in adults, sleep and impulsivity, and DMN functioning and impulsivity, we explored whether individual differences in DMN functioning explained links between sleep and impulsivity in adolescents.
Healthy sleep is recognized as important for optimal functioning, but the factors that contribute to disrupted and insufficient sleep are not well known. Few studies investigate associations between environment and poor sleep in healthy adolescents, but those that do have identified media use and caffeine as contributors to shorter sleep durations (Owens et al., 2014) .
Socioeconomic status, neighborhood quality, and sleep hygiene have also been associated with insufficient sleep durations and increased sleep variability (Marco et al., 2012 This study combined measures of actigraphy with functional connectivity to explore sleep-related alterations in the brain and links to impulsivity in 55 adolescents (14-18 years; 28 female). Given insufficient nighttime sleep is more pervasive for middle and older teens, particularly during the transition to high school (NSF, 2014; Winsler, Deutsch, Vorona, Payne, & Szklo-Coxe, 2015) , we focused our age range on high-school adolescents. As this is the first fMRI study to explore the associations between sleep, DMN connectivity and impulsivity in adolescents, we did not proffer a priori hypotheses but rather used a data driven approach to explore how these processes interact. Our findings indicate sleep quality and DMN functioning interact to affect adolescent affect-driven impulsivity. We also explored environmental contributors of individual differences in sleep.
Methods

Participants
Data were collected for 59 adolescents (29 female, MAge = 16.31 years, SD = 1.12, range = 14-18 years). Two adolescents were excluded from the fMRI scan due to a metal implant and self-reported attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) diagnosis, respectively. One adolescent taking psychotropic medications and one adolescent whose motion parameters exceeded 2.0 mm were excluded from analyses. Data are presented for 55 adolescents (28 female, MAge = 16.22 years, SD = 1.12, range = 14-18 years), with a median annual family income of $46,500 (range $11,000 to $1,000,000). Ninety-one percent of participants reported post-pubertal status (Petersen, Crockett, Richards, & Boxer, 1988) . Males and females did not differ as to age (females MAge = 16.25, SD = 1.00, range = 14-18 years; males MAge = 16.20 years, SD = 1.24, range = 14-18 years). Fifty percent of our sample identified as Hispanic/Latino, 23% Caucasian, 10% African American, 7% mixed ethnicity, and 5% reported "other". All included participants were right-handed, free of metal, and reported no current medical or neurological disorders. Participants completed written consent and assent in accordance with the university's Institutional Review Board and were compensated for their participation.
Sleep
Sleep indices were tracked using a Micro Motionlogger Sleep Watch actigraph by Ambulatory Monitoring, Incorporated (AMI). Each participant was instructed to wear the actigraph device on their non-dominant wrist at night for 14 days. Adolescents' body movement during nighttime sleep was monitored in 1-minute epochs using zero crossing mode. Adolescents were asked to push the event marker button when they turned off the lights to go to sleep and again when they got out of bed in the morning. Adolescent reports of sleep and wake times were collected via daily text messages. The in-bed period began at the time of the first event marker indicating when participants turned off the lights to go to sleep and ended at the time when the participant got out of bed in the morning. If event markers were not available for a particular night, adolescent report was used. Significant discrepancies in adolescent report and the actigraph record were reconciled by discussion among two trained coders using additional indices of sleep onset and offset (e.g., light monitoring and time stamps). Each nightly record was scored using validated AMI algorithms (Action4 software package; Sadeh, Sharkey, & Carskadon, 1994) for the portion indicated as nighttime sleep (sleep onset to sleep offset).
Actigraphy has been validated for use in adolescent populations (Acebo et al., 1999; Sadeh et al., 1994) and as a reliable assessment of sleep quality when compared with polysomnography (Marino et al., 2013; Sadeh et al., 1994) . Number of awakenings experienced each night were averaged across the 14-day duration of the study. For each night, average duration of the awakenings was multiplied by the number of awakenings and then these durations were averaged across the study to calculate a single average of duration of awakenings for each participant.
Sleep Environment. Adolescent participants completed a 19-item instrument to assess factors commonly reported as reasons for disrupted sleep. Participants rated 13 items on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much) addressing six main categories of disturbances: noise level, temperature level, light, sleeping surfaces, sleeping partners, and technology. Composite scores for each category were calculated by summing the ratings for the individual items in that category and dividing by the number of items. Four items were binary yes/no questions and two items were open response. We focus on the 13 rated items.
Trait Impulsivity
Adolescent participants completed the UPPS-P Impulsivity Scale (Cyders et al., 2007) , a 59-item inventory designed to measure five distinct features of impulsive behavior: Negative Urgency, Lack of Perseverance, Lack of Premeditation, Sensation Seeking, and Positive Urgency. Negative Urgency refers to the tendency to experience strong impulses under conditions of negative affect. Lack of Perseverance refers to difficulties remaining focused on a task that may be long, boring, or difficult. Lack of Premeditation refers to the tendency to fail to think and reflect on the consequences of an act before engaging in that act. Sensation seeking encompasses two aspects (a) the tendency to enjoy and pursue exciting activities, and (b) an openness to trying new experiences that may or may not be dangerous. Positive urgency refers to the tendency toward rash action in response to a very positive mood. Negative Urgency, Positive Urgency, and Sensation Seeking are thought to comprise affect-driven impulsivity whereas Lack of Perseverance and Lack of Premeditation are thought to comprise cognitive impulsivity. This scale has been used to assess impulsivity in the context of drug and alcohol use (Zapolski, Cyders, & Smith, 2009) 
fMRI paradigm
Approximately two weeks after the initial study visit and at the conclusion of actigraphy data collection, participants completed an fMRI scan.
State impulsivity task.
Participants completed a Go/No-Go (GNG) task to examine neural correlates of response inhibition ( Figure 1 ). Participants were presented with a series of rapid trials (.35 s each), each displaying a single white letter on a black background. Participants were instructed to respond with a button press as quickly as possible to all letters (go) except for "X" (no-go). Correct "go" trials were classified as hits, incorrect "go" trials were classified as misses, correct "no-go" trials were classified as inhibitions, and incorrect "no-go" trials were classified as false alarms. Impulse control was assessed using percentage of correct inhibitions on the GNG task whereas impulsivity was assessed using percentage of false alarms and reaction time for false alarms.
The X occurred on 50% of trials, which allowed for maximum uncertainty regarding the stimulus probability, created comparability for the number of go and no-go trials, and reduced the possibility that some the observed activation differences between the go and the no-go trials was due to different frequencies of the stimuli. Each run contained 48 trials presented in random order. The intertrial interval ( Preprocessing was conducted using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) version 6.00, part of FSL (FMRIB Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl, RRID:SCR_002823). Preprocessing consisted of non-brain removal using BET, high-pass filtering (100-s cutoff), and spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of FWHM 5mm. Rigid body motion correction with six degrees of freedom was performed using MCFLIRT. A T2*weighted, matched bandwidth (MBW), high-resolution, anatomical scan and magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) scan were acquired for registration purposes (TR: 1900 ms; TE 2.26 ms; FOV: fMRI data analysis. We conducted Psychophysiological interactions (PPI) analyses to examine whether sleep quality affects functional coupling between the DMN and other brain regions. The DMN is known to be more active during baseline than during task and successful suppression of the DMN is important for goal-oriented task performance (Anticevic et al., 2012; Satterthwaite et al., 2013) . To capture activation in the DMN, we used a DMN mask defined independently from the current fMRI data and created in MNI space ( Figure   2 ; Shirer et al., 2012) . This mask has been widely-used as an ROI and for template matching in adolescents (e.g., Lee, Miernicki, & Telzer, 2017; van Belle et al., 2015) . We selected an independently defined mask following the recommendations of Kriegeskorte, Simmons, (Shirer et al., 2012) . This standard-space mask was then transformed to individual functional space using FLIRT, and the average time course of all voxels within the individual's mask were extracted using fslmeants. Using an adolescent specific mask from Sherman and colleagues (2014), we replicated these analyses (Supplemental Materials Figure   S1 ).
At the individual level, one general linear model (GLM) was defined for each run of the GNG task. The GLM included multiple regressors for each event type: successful go trials (hits), successful no-go trials (inhibitions), unsuccessful no-go trials (false alarms), unsuccessful go trials (misses). Events were modeled with a with a canonical (double-gamma) hemodynamic response function for a 1s duration to allow for motor response after offset of the rapidpresentation visual stimuli. The jittered ITIs were not explicitly modeled and therefore served as the baseline of interest. Temporal derivatives and motion parameters were included as covariates of no interest for all regressors. Due to a task programming error, participant responses for some events were not recorded. The occurrence of these error trials was not systematic and these trials were modeled as discarded trials of no interest. The timeseries extracted from the DMN mask and the product between the DMN timeseries (physical regressor) and the contrast of baselineinhibitions (psychological regressor) was added to each participant's first-level GLM design matrix. The psychological regressor was zero-centered and the physical regressor was demeaned. This interaction term identified regions that covaried in a task-dependent manner with the DMN. The two runs for each participant were combined using a fixed effects voxelwise analysis at the second level.
Two group-level analyses were performed using the FMRIB Local Analysis of Mixed Effects module in FSL (Beckmann, Jenkinson, & Smith, 2003) . Demeaned regression scores for the sleep quality component were entered as a regressor in one whole brain regression analysis and demeaned sleep duration scores in the second analysis. Thresholded Z statistic images were prepared to show clusters determined by a corrected, cluster-forming threshold of Z > 2.3 and an extent threshold of p < .05 familywise error corrected using the Theory of Gaussian Random Fields (Poline et al., 1997) . Outliers were de-weighted in the multi-subject statistics using mixture modeling (Woolrich, 2008) . Activation maps were visualized using MRIcron software (http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricron/). Statistical maps of all analyses were projected onto a standard MNI brain.
Moderation
Simple moderation (Model 1) was performed using Hayes' PROCESS macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2013) . Analyses utilized a bootstrapping approach with 5000 samples, and significance was determined at 95% bias-corrected confidence intervals. All variables were continuous and centered prior to analysis, and the estimated effects are reported as unstandardized regression coefficients. When depicting significant interactions, the low value of the moderator is calculated as 1 SD below the mean, and the high value is 1 SD above the mean, consistent with procedures outlined by Aiken and West (1991) .
Results
Sleep Findings
We collected actigraph data to assess four metrics of adolescent sleep over two weeks: sleep duration, sleep efficiency (time asleep / sleep duration), number of nighttime awakenings, and duration of nighttime awakenings (Table 1) .
Adolescents attained an average of 418.98 minutes (6.98 hours) of sleep per night, including both weekdays and weekends for the duration of the study. On weekdays, they went to 
Sleep environment and sleep duration.
Sleep duration is the most commonly studied variable but is often imprecisely measured because as typically assessed, it does not account for times when individuals awaken during the night. Thus, the metric does not account for differences in sleep quality, which may be more significantly associated with neural development during adolescence (Telzer, Fuligni, Lieberman, & Galván, 2013 ). In our sample, age and sex were significantly related to sleep duration such that younger adolescents and females obtained longer nightly durations (age, r(55) = -.28, p = .04; sex, r(55) = .38, p = .004).
Pillow comfort (r(52) = .08, p = .55) and noisy room/bed-mates (r(16) = -.31, p = .24) did not significantly relate to sleep duration. Ratings of home noise significantly correlated with sleep duration such that noisier homes related to shorter sleep durations (r(53) = -.28, p = .04). Sleep duration did not relate to sleep quality (r(55) = -.10, p = .48).
Impulsivity Results
Participants completed a GNG task to examine neural correlates of response inhibition (Figure 1 , Supplemental Figure S2 ). They successfully inhibited 72% (SD = .16) of the no-go trials (i.e., withheld the button press to the "X" stimuli), ranging from 29% to 100%.
Participants successfully hit 96% (SD = .08) of the go trials (i.e., pressed the button to all non-"X" stimuli), ranging from 50% to 100%. Percent of correct inhibitions was significantly correlated with false alarm reaction time (r(51)=.54, p < .001) such that greater percent of correct inhibitions related to slower reaction time on false alarms. Contrary to our expectations, no significant associations were found between sleep quality or sleep duration and GNG task performance (RT or success rate).
Participants also completed the UPPS-P Impulsive Behavior Scale ( 
Connectivity Findings
PPI is a measure of task-specific increases in functional connectivity between different brain regions. We conducted PPI analyses For descriptive purposes, we plotted the association between the sleep quality component and connectivity between the DMN and PFC regions identified as significant clusters ( Figure 5 ).
Sleep duration did not significantly relate to any differential DMN connectivity.
Neural connectivity and impulsivity. Given the PPI results, we posited that greater DMN-PFC coupling was acting as a compensatory mechanism for those with poorer sleep quality. We analyzed links between DMN-PFC connectivity, sleep quality and the trait-like measure of impulsivity as assessed by the UPPS-P. Moderation results revealed a significant interaction effect of sleep quality and DMN-PFC connectivity values on UPPS-P average scores ( Figure S4 ). Simple slopes analyses revealed that poorer sleep quality was associated with higher scores on the UPPS-P measure for those low in DMN-PFC connectivity but unrelated to those at average or high DMN-PFC connectivity. We next investigated whether this effect was driven by a particular UPPS-P subscale given the multidimensional nature of impulsivity captured by this measure. The Negative Urgency subscale was most robustly related to behavioral performance on the GNG task and was thus our first exploration. Forty-four participants provided complete responses to the UPPS-P Negative Urgency items. Negative
Urgency measures an individual's tendency to act impulsively when experiencing negative affect 78. There were also non-significant trends for
Positive Urgency (interaction p = .14) and Lack of Premeditation (interaction p = .12), but no trends for Lack of Perseverance or Sensation Seeking. Similarly, we observed a non-significant trend for false-alarm reaction time on the GNG task (interaction p = .07), but not percent of correct inhibitions
Discussion
The goal of this study was to determine the role of normative differences in adolescent sleep and ongoing neural network development in adolescent impulsivity. In addition to examining sleep duration, we probed the quality of adolescents' sleep as a key factor in this complex brain-behavior interaction. We discovered that only sleep quality, not duration, influenced how the DMN functioned in the developing adolescent brain. Connectivity analyses revealed that the DMN was positively coupled with the left prefrontal cortex at baseline for individuals who experienced poorer sleep quality. Furthermore, the interaction between DMN-PFC coupling and sleep quality was significantly related to trait levels of impulsive behavior (average UPPS-P scores and Negative Urgency subscale). Although we did not have a priori hypotheses related to the direction of the sleep-DMN relation, further probing of the data suggested that individual differences in sleep-related DMN-PFC connectivity buffered against impulsivity; adolescents who demonstrated stronger connectivity did not show a significant relation between sleep quality and affect-related impulsivity, but adolescents with weaker connectivity showed a positive relation between poorer sleep quality and greater impulsivity. In other words, sleep quality related to trait level affect-related impulsive behavior for individuals with low connectivity, but not for those with moderate or high connectivity. These data suggest differences in how neural networks flexibly interact with the environmental stressor of disrupted sleep have important behavioral manifestations for adolescents.
Although prior research has linked sleep and impulsivity in adolescence, little of this work has sought to explain adolescent behavior in terms of naturalistic differences in sleep quality. Instead, the bulk of prior sleep research focuses on experimental sleep restriction or sleep disorders (Beebe, 2011) , failing to extrapolate to the realistic patterns of adolescent sleep and the relation to brain development. A major innovation of this study is the use of naturalistic sleep differences in healthy adolescents, which tells us far more about the individual sleeprelated differences in adolescent behavior than experimental manipulations of sleep.
Additionally, even less is known about sleep-related differences in neural network functioning.
The few neuroimaging studies instead focus on exacerbated mesolimbic-prefrontal developmental imbalances (Telzer et al., 2013) , leaving network functioning unexplored. The present study provides a novel perspective regarding the question of adolescent impulsivity and identified intrinsic processes of sleep quality and DMN connectivity as biomarkers of individual differences in behavior.
Importantly, DMN connectivity was not affected by sleep duration, which dominates scientific and public health attention (NSF, 2014; Owens et al., 2014) . Our data suggest that duration may not be the most informative metric by which to investigate neural development or impulsivity during adolescence. The current study calls for additional research investigating the influence of sleep quality on adolescent neural development as well as the need for more nuanced measures of sleep that better approximate actual sleep experiences of developing youth.
The sleep quality component in the present study included micro-awakenings that went undetected by the participants. These disruptions are not captured in self-report measures or measures of duration, but, as these data suggest, they have important implications for neural and behavioral functioning. As research expands to consider sleep quality, micro-awakenings should be explored further.
Although we assessed impulsivity in different domains, including trait and state measures, the sleep and connectivity interaction was driven by the Negative Urgency subscale of the UPPS-P impulsivity measure. This subscale is considered to be a representation of affectdriven impulsivity because it is defined as the tendency to act impulsively when distressed or under negative affect. Negative Urgency has been linked to risky sexual behavior (Deckman & DeWall, 2011) , smoking in preadolescents, and drug use, drinking, and conduct disorder in young adults (Settles et al., 2012) . These are all behaviors that increase during adolescence (Kann et al., 2016) . Further, sleep-deprivation research suggests that poor sleep has a strong association with emotional responsivity and as such may be more acutely detectable when evaluating affect-related impulsivity. Although we cannot delineate directionality of our results and it is possible that negative urgency may be leading to poorer sleep quality rather than poor sleep quality leading to altered brain connectivity and behavior, this is a normative and healthy sample of adolescents with no diagnoses of psychopathology or clinical sleep issues. Thus, we
interpret our findings to demonstrate that PFC-DMN connectivity may down-regulate affectrelated impulsive behavioral proclivities in sleep disrupted teens.
Prior work has identified alterations in PFC activation after sleep deprivation in adults (Drummond et al., 2000) , such that the PFC exhibited greater activation to cognitive demands after a single night of sleep deprivation compared to normal sleep. These results suggest the brain can dynamically respond to sleep loss with increased cerebral activation to better meet cognitive demands. This type of cortical compensation has been investigated in direct relation to neural activation during cognitive activity. Our results suggest that these mechanisms also act on broader network circuitry and, as such, may provide a more flexible buffer to ongoing environmental stressors like disrupted sleep. Flexible hubs are brain regions such as the DLPFC that quickly shift their functional connectivity patterns to implement cognitive control (Cole, Laurent, Stocco, 2013) . Flexible hubs implement cognitive control by redirecting information flow across large-scale functional networks (Miller & Cohen, 2001) . We extended this framework to demonstrate that lateralized prefrontal regions like the DLPFC flexibly modulate DMN activity. Our results indicate that this modulation relates to real-world behavior.
DMN-PFC coupling was observed during baseline, which was interspersed between inhibition trials. The long baseline trials allowed us to reliably capture DMN activation but also likely resulted in the participant planning for the next active trial. The coupling we observed may not only buffer against real-world impulsivity, but might also indicate that adolescents with poorer sleep quality needed to engage additional cognitive resources to achieve successful performance on the laboratory GNG task. Connectivity was not related to state level impulsivity as assessed by GNG task performance. However, task performance was related to Negative Urgency and Positive Urgency scores suggesting future work should explore the consistency between trait and state levels of impulsive behavior using a variety of tasks. Prior work has similarly found stronger links between brain activation during GNG tasks and trait measures of impulsivity compared with task performance (Ding et al., 2014) . Our lack of significant task behavior may be due to the fact that we used a simple design with equiprobable go/no-go signals and stable response association across the task resulting in adolescents performing well on the task (M = 72% successful inhibitions). Thus, the task may not have been complex enough to evoke sleep-related inhibitory failures. Given that performance typically deteriorates as task difficulty increases (Eigsti et al., 2006) , it is possible that the brain is able to compensate for the effects of sleep quality during less-taxing tasks. By using a task that does not involve strenuous cognitive performance, we were able to observe this compensatory neural mechanism despite no task behavioral differences. Future work should also explore differences between cognitive and emotional GNG tasks given our finding that sleep quality was specifically associated with affectdriven trait impulsivity.
The present findings add to our growing understanding of what has been recently called "an adolescent sleep epidemic". Not only are adolescents obtaining insufficient sleep in terms of recommended sleep duration, but the adolescents in our sample also experienced a high number of nightly sleep awakenings that in some cases disrupted sleep for up to 97 minutes in a single night. Importantly, we propose that pillow comfort may be an easy target for remedying this problem. Given our findings that sleep quality was reflected in adolescent neural functioning, identifying possible interventions, particularly those as simple and cost-effective as comfortable pillows, is imperative for efforts to improve adolescent outcomes. Environmental interventions aimed at improving sleep could have far-reaching implications for improving academic, health, and psychological outcomes, particularly for teens of low-socioeconomic status who often experience poorer sleeping conditions (Bagley et al., 2015) .
Interpretation of the current findings should be considered in the context of potential limitations of the study. To probe sleep-related changes in DMN functioning, we used a GNG task for which adolescents exhibit high competence. Future work should consider whether the PFC-DMN connectivity observed in this study is consistent across different cognitive tasks of varying difficulty. The relation between sleep, impulsivity and connectivity was driven by the Negative Urgency subscale; other subscales on the UPPS-P only showed a trend or nonsignificance. It is possible that given the small sample size due to the nature of fMRI we lacked sufficient power to detect significant results in the other subscales. Replication of these findings in larger samples will continue to expand our understanding of how sleep influences adolescent brain development and behavior.
By approaching the question of adolescent impulsivity from a new perspective, one that integrates the basic biological process of sleep, this study provides new evidence that the development of PFC-DMN coupling may serve a protective factor to diminish impulsivity.
These results add to the timely discussion of the adolescent sleep epidemic by drawing attention to the complex interplay between sleep-altered neural systems and impulsive behavior. Our findings also raise novel insights for examining sleep and impulsivity and have implications for potentially simple and significant interventions. Hayes' PROCESS macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2013) , utilizing a bootstrapping approach with 5000 samples, and significance was determined at 95% bias-corrected confidence intervals. All variables were continuous and centered prior to analysis, and the estimated effects are reported as unstandardized regression coefficients. Sleep quality was the predictor variable and UPPS-P moderator. The model demonstrates a significant interaction effect of sleep quality and DMN-PFC connectivity on Negative Urgency scores. (B) Simple slopes analyses showing that poorer sleep quality was associated with greater Negative Urgency for those low in DMN-PFC connectivity, but sleep quality was unrelated to Negative Urgency at average and high levels of DMN-PFC connectivity. The low value of the moderator (connectivity) is calculated as 1 SD below the mean, and the high value is 1 SD above the mean, consistent with procedures outlined by Aiken and West (1991) . 
